Instruction coaching is one of the most powerful tools to be utilized and facilitated within an educational institute. It fosters the facilitation of success for teachers and students. Join Cody Mize an Instructional Coach for HAYS CISD in Kyle, Texas and Cara Lantrip an 8th Grade Department Chair/8th Science teacher. As educators in HAYS CISD; hear and be engaged from the instructional coaches point of view and from the teacher’s point of view in regards to how video coaching transforms staff, administrations, but more importantly “student success!” Hear testimonies, watch real life coaching videos, and look at the relevant data from 8th graders whose Science STAAR scores increased double digits in performance. Be engaged as Mrs. Lantrip reveals successes, coaching partnership triumphs, and pitfalls within the coaching cycle that allows growth to occur within every modality presented. This presentation will include a real-life perspective from the Instructional Coach and Coaching Partnership Partner in a relevant, non-threading, but “REAL” experience on coaching partnerships and the transformational change involved for everyone involved in the experience. Cara Lantrip will provide insight in to the attributes of how an instructional coach was an integral part of science teaming; as a new SIM PPD’er, Cara will be able to detail and engage audiences from a perspective that is not always heard. Cody Mize will be able to give strategies, lesson’s learned, and systematic structures that allowed him to imple the coaching partnership cycle within his school.
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